Abstract-Node scheduling is one of the key issues in research of internet of things, while the 3D scheduling algorithm of nodes oriented the underground space near surface is the application foundation of the wireless sensor network (WSN). It brought up the research of methods for more efficient coverage of wireless sensor network node, built the node scheduling algorithm oriented underground space with self-adaptability and multi-precision constraints. According to the final results of analysis and simulation test of the network structure, self-adaptability, energy consumption, coverage connectivity and other aspects of the algorithm, it can effectively address the scheduling issue of nodes of the underground space near surface, and it can also provide theoretical guidance and practical evidence for the monitoring of soil environment, ITS (Intelligent Transportation Systerm), and other underground targets. The algorithm is of great practical value.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor network is a Ad Hoc network which consist of plenty of sensor node, and using these sensors people can do operations for perception, communication, data processing, network task processing in different fields [1] . In the application, no matter which task the wireless sensor network is going to complete, it is the coverage problem that to be solved firstly, because it directly affects the accuracy and comprehensiveness. Reasonable and effective nodes deployment scheme can reduce the network-establishment time, quickly cover target area, and through coordination control it can also improve network lifetime.
Being the principal technological method for all kinds of information monitoring, WSN is a whole distributed system with no nodes at the centre, and consists of a large number of resource-constrained sensor nodes [2] .The sensor nodes are always equipped with sensing units, calculating units, storage units, communication units, and so on. In way of random scheduling or deterministic scheduling a sensor node helps to accomplish the sensing of the monitoring target in monitoring area and the task of numeration and data transmission, and to realize long-time, non-stop monitoring in the monitoring area [3] [4] [5] . At present, WSN has been widely used in civil and military fields, such as environmental monitoring, scientific exploration, industrial control and battlefield surveillance [6] [7] [8] [9] .
Sensor node scheduling is the foundation of WSN. Recent years, the research of node scheduling is mainly focused on overground 2D plane, and the constraint conditions on using least nodes to achieve seamless coverage and connectivity of the network. The current 3D nodes scheduling is focused on overground nodes scheduling, while has fewer researches on issues about underground 3D nodes coverage which needs special sensing and traffic environment, and most of them current ones are related to specific application fields. As a result, it's of great theoretical and practical significance to carry out researches on the 3D scheduling of near-surface wireless underground sensor nodes. Related articles are paper [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Of which, paper [15] discussed the weakening of soil to electromagnetic wave, and built channel model of near-surface space. This algorithm only reached a 1-coverage, and didn't need to consider multi-coverage and space-variant features of underground space link, and in addition, its constraint of connectivity was on the whole. On this basis, this paper presents an Adaptive, K-cover constrains sensor node three-dimensional scheduling algorithm based on Grid Model(AKGM), builds models for 3D monitoring area in grids, ensuring every grid point covered by at least K sensors, thus the sensor nodes can adapt to link quality, and the adaptability and reliability of the monitoring system are improved.
This paper mainly has expansion and creation in the following aspects:
(1) It analyses features of underground space, adopts deterministic deployment pattern based on grid model, puts forward constraint condition of deployment algorithm of underground 3D space nodes, uses as less nodes as possible, improve the coverage efficiency of sensor nodes; it also provides scheduling algorithm for energy-efficient coverage optimization of node, which efficiently increases the flexibility of algorithm in a complex network environment, and makes it possible to optimize network coverage quality in condition of controlling energy consumption.
(2) It raises the research for algorithm of sensor 3D deployment nodes, describes the 3-tier gird model and the deterministic node-deployment algorithm based on grid model, that is, firstly deploy nodes based on network model under 3-tier network model, then schedule active nodes according to network performance requirement. By using this algorithm, it is possible to schedule more sensor nodes in the partition closer to sink node in the cluster, to make nodes in each partition be active or sleep through deployment, and thus effectively saves energy consumption and balances the energy consumption of the whole network, effectively increases the node coverage rate.
(3) To further testify the practical superior performance, Matlab is used for simulation test of node deployment algorithm. Through controlling nodes by the coverage target and link connection, testing the influence of monitoring depth to network nodes, and analyzing network quality and node time, a result comes out that, this method can effectively solve the deployment problem of near-surface underground space nodes, moreover, it is of great practical value by providing theoretical guidance and practical evidence for monitoring soil environment, intelligent transportation system, and other underground targets.
II. QUESTION DESCRIPTION
This section analyses the features of underground space, and presents the restraint conditions of the scheduling algorithm of underground 3D space nodes.
A. Energy Consumption
The energy consumption of WSN is limited, and is related to the life cycle of network. The module of nodes' energy consumption contains sensor module, processor module and wireless communication module. Typical sensor nodes' energy consumption distribution is like following figure 1. It can be seen from figure 1 that communication consumption is the key component of energy consumption. Especially in underground 3D space, soil has a large attenuation to signal, and the energy consumption in 3D space is not balanced. So in node scheduling algorithm, it's necessary for overall consideration of network energy consumption balance, and to reduce the data throughput of the network.
B. Energy-efficient Coverage Optimized Node Scheduling Algorithm
According to the above analysis of TCA-NS algorithm, we improve it from the following aspects, raising an Energy-efficient Coverage Optimized Node Scheduling (ECO-NS) algorithm:
(1) In the stage of discrimination of covering redundancy, the increasing of node residual energy is a discriminative factor. Take the relative residual energy of the nodes in the whole network as parameter ( 0 1 
(2) In the stage of node scheduling, the function module of all of the redundant nodes is turned off to save network energy, while the rest active working nodes remain normal monitoring and communication. To avoid problems caused by the above-mentioned node distribution differences like excessive node density, such as uneven coverage, energy waste, we reformed the state of each node in TCA-NC algorithm, adding two more operating states to the original three states, they are active, pre-active, backoff, pre-sleep, sleep. The transition of the five states is shown in figure 2 . When the node density is very big, ECO-NS algorithm will decrease the density of work node in advance, to prevent large number of nodes turn into sleep state simultaneously due to judgement interference of each other. Before state transition, it will randomly select a moderate amount of nodes as candidates for active nodes, then the after node scheduling algorithm will operate in these candidate active nodes, and others will turn directly into sleep state. After a round of scheduling, all the sleep nodes turn into active states, and thus draw to the beginning of a new round. The state transition algorithm in the process of node scheduling is as following: 
1) Selection Method of Initial Point In High Space
Just as other random search algorithm, BA algorithm has a high performance in solving the optimization problem with lower dimension. On the other hand, as to a high dimension optimization problem, the performance of BA algorithm will decrease dramatically.
Orthogonal table is formed according to probability and statistics law, and together with some certain principle such as orthogonal Latin square. The orthogonal table of general level is written as () n a Lt , of which, a refers to the line number of the orthogonal table or the number of initial solutions; t refers to the level number of factors in the same row; n refers to the row number of the orthogonal table, that is the dimension number of the solution space of optimization problem. The key reason why orthogonal table can achieve a better coverage with less trials is because of its Equilibrium dispersion and impartiality. It's the equilibrium that brings this advantage, and this point can be ensure in nonparametric statistics by the following theorem 1.
Theorem 1 [10] It can be set that random variable X abides by continuous probability distribution F(X), and X 1 ,X 2 ,…,X N is a simple sample of content N in population Arrange X 1 ,X 2 ,…,X N from smallest to largest, which can be written as
The meaning of proposition (2) is that, the best one of the simple sample outcome is better than percentage of the whole outcome, and worse than percentage of the whole outcome.
It can be set that the dimension of the search space of optimization problem is n, and the search interval if every variable is , , 1, 2,...
, then the construction algorithm of using the generation method of orthogonal Latin square to produce the orthogonal table () n n ln with N initial solutions is like following Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Construction algorithm to produce N initial solutions
Step1: count the discrete point ij y of every variable: 
has a good performance of equilibrium dispersion and impartiality.
2) Global Convergence Judgment Method of Random Search Algorithm
Before providing the global convergence judgement method of random search algorithm, let's first introduce the reducible random matrix stability theorem.
Theorem 2 [11] It can be set that P′ is a reducible random matrix of n order, that is, by equal transformation of line and raw can get this, ' 0 c p rT
   
, of which C is m-order primitive random matrix, and R≠0,T≠0,then there is:
The above-mentioned matrix is a stable random one, and
is solely determined and has nothing to do with initial distribution,   P meets the following condition:
The proof process of theorem 2 is very complicated, and the specific process is shown in paper [11] , but the truth it revealed is rather simple, that is (1) No matter how the initial state is, as long as the probability of random search turning from the current state to the new one which is nearer to the final target meets p>0, then this search will reach its target with almost a probability of 1(check it in the proof of Chapter 5).
(2) On the other hand, if the probability of random search turning from the current state to the next one which is a bad state that is further from the final target meets p>0, then the process of the random search is divergent, that is, the probability of this process reaching the final target maybe almost 0.
Paper [12] proved with a complicated theory that Particle Swarm Optimization will not converge. It's simple using theorem 2 to decide whether a random search algorithm will converge or not, that is (1) If every state of the random search can turn to a better one with a probability meets p>0, then the random search will converge, namely, this search will find the best solution of the whole or the part with almost a probability of 1. The bigger p is, the faster the converge will be.
(2) If some state of the random search can't turn to a better one with a probability that meets p>0, then it prefers to remain current state unchanged rather than turn to a worse one. If this situation occurs frequently, then it will converge rather slowly.
Theorem 2 doesn't tell us how to increase the probability of a state in random search turning to a better one, and it should be combined with the features of specific optimization problem or imitate the special behaviour of biology in nature. To optimization problem(1), if the current location is at spatial point X 0 , the non-linear optimization method of paper [1] points out that: the best direction for searching is the negative gradient direction of target function at point X 0 , and the non-linear optimization method will reach the optimal point quickly with every step all right, this agrees with the conclusion of theorem 2; much as random search isn't able to find the quickest way, as every step is all right, it can also converge to the optimal point, only that it may be locally optimal one or globally optimal one.
III. SENSOR NODE 3D SCHEDULING ALGORITHM

A. Three-tier Grid Model
Three-tier grid model is as shown in figure 3 . On the third tier, the sensor nodes are scheduled in the near-surface underground space, so as to realize the coverage and connection of monitoring area. These nodes have limited resources of energy, calculation and storage. Node energy can't be supplied timely, and it's short-distance wireless communication that is used among nodes to transmit data, and its mainly function is to monitor all kinds of state parameter of near-surface underground space, and to upload data to upper sink point. On the second tier, sensor nodes mainly refer to immobile sink aggregation nodes or mobile sink aggregation nodes that are scheduled in overground space. Nodes' calculation and storage resources in this tier are obviously better than that of the third tier, and the energy can generally be supplied. 
B. Sensor Perceptual Model
Sensor perceptual model includes Boolean perceptual model and probability perceptual model. Of which, the latter has more realistic description of perceptual attribute of nodes, and the model is as following formula (4). 
In the formula (5), p(s, p) is the probability for sensor node s to detect target p. Rs1 refers to the radius of the starting point of sensor node uncertain perception, Rs2 refers to maximum radius of the sensor node perceptual, d(s, p) refers to the Euclidean distance from node s to target p, and the formula is as following:
And if a target j is covered by k sensor nodes simultaneously, then according to probability formula, the coverage probability of target j can be calculated using formula (6) , of which, is the joint perceptual probability of single sensor node i to target j.
Moreover, the average covering performance of the whole network can be figured up by formula (7), of which, N refers to the population of network target.
C. Node Communication Model
Communication performance is an index to measure the connection performance among nodes in a real network environment. Of which, probability model can better reflect the communication quality of nodes in a real network environment, its model is as shown in formula (8).
If sensor node has k sensor nodes to communicate with, then node the connectivity of can be:
Furthermore, the average connectivity of the whole network can be calculated with formula (7), of which N refers to the population of work node of the network. 
D. Node Scheduling Algorithm
The overall process of node scheduling algorithm is shown in figure 4 .
After a period of time, a part of the sensor nodes may be abnormal, or the performance of the network may In figure 5 , a refers to the length of grid line. To a certain area, the value of a is determined by the monitoring precision required by the grid, and when it's bigger, the value of n, m, l is smaller, thus the precision is lower, vice visa. Through counting, it can be decided that the necessary and sufficient conditions for a complete coverage of the grid and connected coverage are a R 2 / 2 s  and
, respectively.
A. Strategy for Node Scheduling
To balance the energy consumption of the network, and to avoid that the energy of the sensor node near sink node is used up too early, resulting in declination of network coverage and connectivity, and finally leading to the contraction of life cycle of the network, a scheduling strategy of balanced energy consumption is chosen on the third tier to balance the energy consumption of sensor nodes, as shown in figure 6 . 
B. Link Quality Detection
As for the space-variant features of the underground space link, of which, connection probability matrix C represents the connection probability of sensor nodes on each grid point, it indicates the connection precision of nodes. Meanwhile, the perception probability matrix P represents the perception probability of each grid point to the sensor nodes on it, it indicates the perception precision to the target. As shown in formula 8, ij c and ij p are calculated according to (11) and (12), respectively. 
On consideration of the problem that the coverage probability and connection probability of each node are relatively independent, in practical calculation, errors probability matrix M and errors connection probability matrix W are adopted, and the formulas are as following, of which 1 , 1 , or the population of sensor nodes scheduled overcome the pre-set upper bound.
The flow-process diagram of active node selecting algorithm is as figure 7 shows.
VI. ALGORITHM PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
With the help of Matlab, stimulate and analyse the node scheduling algorithm, in the stimulation, divide the 3D monitoring area into 60×60×30 grids, in the direction of z there are 30 dimensions, each dimension refers to 0.5m, it represents the area which has a depth of 15m, and a plane of 30m×30m. Every grid point's target coverage extent, coverage probability, connection extent, connection probability are determined by K 
A. Influence of Link Attenuation Factor to the Population of Active Nodes
According to node perception model and communication model (shown in formula (1) (5)), link attenuation factor has a great impact on the population of active nodes, as shown in figure 8 , in a general overground space, the value of α is between 1 and 3, while in underground space, α will change greatly together with different depth and environment, usually between 10 and 13. , for easy stimulation, it can be set that all nodes have same constraint target, and uniform link quality. It can be seen from figure 9 that, if the coverage probability of the node reaches 60%, and the population of active nodes needed tends to be stable, then the coverage performance of the two algorithm have little difference, and this is related to the selecting standard of the active nodes.
Compared to the influence of node connection probability to active nodes, there are certain differences, the simulated analysis is shown in figure 10 . It can be seen from the figure that, MCC3D algorithm needs more nodes to reach certain connection probability, while AKGM algorithm needs fewer. 
C. Influence of the Depth of Monitoring Area to the Population of Nodes Needed
To avoid the too early death of nodes near sink in the process of data transmitting, node scheduling strategy as shown chapter 3.4 is adopted. Through analysis, it can be seen that, when the monitoring area is deeper, nodes needed to be scheduled in grid model will increase in quadratic relationship, as shown in figure 11. 
D. Network Coverage Quality
By setting different coverage redundant thresholds, we can examine the network coverage quality when the number of active nodes is 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80 (as the number of active nodes can't be controlled precisely, there may be little error exists in real number, yet it will not affect the result). In the useful life period of the network, the coverage quality of it is as shown in figure   12 . Every sample data is the average value of 10 random effective data in related test parameter. It can be seen from the figure that, the network coverage quality of the three algorithms all raised together with the increase of the number of active nodes, but compare to LDAS algorithm, with same number of active nodes, the coverage quality of the whole network with ECO-LDAS and TCAI-LDAS is higher. The reason is that for ECO-LDAS and TCAI-LDAS, after the coverage discrimination based on tolerant coverage area, the nodes in sleep state near the edge of monitoring area increased, and thus make it available to to take the best of the coverage capacity of every node, and then the application coverage requirements can be meet with fewer nodes. At the same time, ECO-LDAS uses the node state transition optimization algorithm, making it more reasonable for start of sleep mechanism in a high density of nodes, and also effectively avoid perception of coverage bug due to the sleep of all nodes in the same monitoring area simultaneously; therefore allow it to have higher coverage quality compared to TCAI-LDAS. Figure 13 shows the population of active nodes needed with these three algorithms when the coverage quality required is 80%, 85%, 90%, 95% and 97.5%, respectively. It can be seen that, ECO-LDAS algorithm needs fewer nodes to be in active state than the other two to maintain same coverage quality. Figure 14 shows the variant of numbers of survival nodes in the three algorithms with the changing of network performance period, with the requirement of coverage quality to be 90%. It can be seen from the figure that, with the same network coverage quality requirement, as TCAI-LDAS algorithm takes the most of network coverage redundant features, and there are more nodes in sleep state than that of LDAS, thus leading to a longer lifetime of network than that of LDAS. Meanwhile, the lifetime of network of ECO-LDAS algorithm is still longer than that of TCAI-LDAS, and thus the dead time span of ECO-LDAS is much smaller than that of TCAI-LDAS. The reason is that when it's in stage of coverage redundancy discrimination, ECO-LDAS regarded increasing nodes residual energy as a discriminate factor, thus makes the consumption of nodes better-distributed, as a result avoid some of the nodes die too early due to frequent use, and finally prolong the life-span of the network.
E. Lifetime of Network
VII. CONCLUSION
It's of great theoretical significance and practical significance to build monitoring system of near-surface underground space based on wireless sensor network. This paper draws from the basic features of underground space, presents the constraint index of underground space node scheduling algorithm, builds a node scheduling algorithm based on grid model and oriented underground space, as well as analyses and simulates the algorithm from several aspects such as grid structure, energy consumption and objective performance. The result shows that the algorithm is effective in solving 3D node scheduling problem of near-surface underground space. What to do next is to further discuss and cognitive radio technology and detective algorithm of link quality on the basis of the scheduling algorithm of this paper, so as to increase the self-adaptivity of the algorithm.
